
 

Spider Pen X by Yigal Mesika

The most practical, highest-performing motorized reel ever created!. As the
leading pioneer in levitation technology, nobody knows this field better than the
motorized reel maestro himself: Yigal Mesika. Imagine yourself performing jaw-
dropping, eye-popping levitations and drawing gasps of astonishment from your
audiences. Redesigned and engineered from the ground up to be the most
practical, reliable motorized reel on the planet, Spider Pen X is the final
masterpiece in Mesika’s legendary Spider Pen series.

“It's hard to imagine so much efficient ingenuity in such a small space.
Mesika’s Spider Pen X is absolute perfection. And it produces absolute
miracles.”
- Jim Steinmeyer

“Your handlings on The Floating Bill are the best I've seen - they look like real
live Hollywood special effects!”
- John Kennedy

“Yigal Mesika has done it again. The Spider Pen X will prove a boon to the art of
levitation. Always ready. Always under your control. It's positively supernatural.”
- Luis De Matos

What’s New?
• Now forged from 100% stainless steel to guarantee you long-term
durability
• Newly engineered to be slimmer and more unobtrusive
• Features a sleek, streamlined, sophisticated design
• Enhanced IT retraction for perfectly consistent tension
• Completely silent: the updated Micro Motor ensures absolutely zero
noise
• Improved patented Soul Technology featuring a Stall Mode of up to 45
seconds
• Now includes a AAAA Battery which will last up to six months (about
50 full performances)
• An all-new 4k video featuring a host of new effects, tutorials, and
subtleties

No one can teach you the ins and outs of thread-based wonders better than Yigal
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Mesika, the renowned creator of the Spider Pen-X. This is your exclusive
opportunity to grab a front-row seat and witness Yigal share his most closely
guarded secrets, personal routines, and expert tips – all of which will take your
magic to the next level and beyond. With your Spider Pen X, you’ll create an
instantaneous atmosphere of mystery and perform truly unforgettable miracles!

Effects Include:
• Zero Gravity Bill:
Make a borrowed bill levitate from the ground straight up into to your waiting
hands
• Walking Bill:
Animate a crumpled bill and cause it to mysteriously travel across your arms
• Floating Straw:
Float a borrowed straw in between your empty hands
• Balancing Bills:
Borrow two bills and balance one on top of the other in an impossible way
• Re-Leaf:
Pluck a leaf from a tree and magically make the leaf travel in mid-air back to the
tree with a gentle blow

Features:
- Extremely easy to learn and master
-   No reset time – instantly repeat any effect
-   Perform completely surrounded with no assistants whatsoever
-   Now walk up to 40 feet away from any object you choose to levitate
-   Change the micro IT spool in a flash – it’s as easy as 1-2-3
-   Use the Spider Pen X as a fully functional, “everyday” writing pen
-   An exchangeable pen clip and cap for more discrete appearance
-   Refillable metal ink cartridge

- Superior quality from one of the most highly respected brands in magic
- The only magic device on the market with three patents

Here’s your chance to get your hands on Yigal Mesika’s revolutionary
spider Pen X. You’ll create miracles on the fly.
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